
Auto-GPT arrived a couple
of days ago and just hit
100,000 Stars on Github!

Why is that cool? What
makes it any different
from ChatGPT?

-------------------------->>>>>>>>>>>>>>



 Auto-GPT is an autonomous
AI agent that can complete
tasks by generating its own
prompts.

It is built on top of OpenAI's
GPT-4 and GPT-3.5 language
models.

Auto-GPT can access websites
and search engines to gather
data and verify its accuracy.

What Is Auto-GPT?



Auto-GPT VS ChatGPT? 

Both ChatGPT and AutoGPT are built on
the same underlying GPT technology.

They differ in their applications and
capabilities. 

ChatGPT is more focused on
conversational AI, whereas AutoGPT is
designed as an autonomous AI agent
capable of completing tasks with
minimal user input.



Internet access for searches and
information gathering

Access to popular websites and
platforms

Long-Term and Short-Term memory
management

File storage and summarization with
GPT-3.5

GPT-4 instances for text generation

Key Features 





Market research and competitor
analysis

Content generation, summarization,
and translation

Data analysis and visualization

Customer support and assistance

Personal productivity and task
management

Use Cases 



Build a website in a couple of mins!



Conduct a research plan in minutes:



To-Do list is automatically done by
ChatGPT:



Prepare a podcast outline based on a
recent event:



Market research and competitor
analysis

Content generation, summarization,
and translation

Data analysis and visualization

Customer support and assistance

Personal productivity and task
management

Use Cases 



Create a paid account at OpenAI.

Get an OpenAI API key.

Choose an environment to run the

program: VSCode + dev container,

Docker, or Python 3.10 or later.

Follow the installation tutorial for

Python on Windows (if required).

How to Install Auto-GPT

1.

2.

3.

4.





Ensure you have a compatible

environment and an OpenAI API key.

Set up Auto-GPT using the

instructions provided on its GitHub

page.

Provide a list of tasks that need

completion.

Auto-GPT will generate prompts and

complete the tasks using the

provided goals.

Running Auto-GPT

1.

2.

3.

4.



Cognosys.ai

AgentGPT

Godmode AI

User-friendly Interfaces for Auto-GPT

1.

2.

3.

Note: These platforms may require an

OpenAI API key and/or user account

creation.



Experimental technology with

potential bugs and limitations

Ethical concerns regarding job

displacement

Security and privacy issues related to

data access and storage

Potential misuse of the technology

for malicious purposes

Challenges and Limitations



Continuous improvements in AI

capabilities

Integration with more applications

and services

Expansion of use cases across

various industries

Increased adoption and reliance on

AI agents for task completion

Future of Auto-GPT



Thanks for reading!

If you enjoyed this post, dont forget to
Click Follow. 


